
Tuesday,September 27th,2016

Game Video Review - Bowling Green against Northern Michigan 

Defensive Zone Play - A Lack of Pressure 

When we review game film the purpose is to teach and learn from mistakes not to point blame. 
A win or loss is a shared team event and we never look to blame a player or coach.  

In this video the NM team has a power play (5-4) advantage and there is a face-off in the DZ. 
We will review the play to examine the cause(s) for the goal against. When you have a man 
advantage your team should never be scored against. 

When your team is on the power play and you lose control of the puck there should be pressure 
applied to recover the puck. In most cases the PP team should be outnumbering (overload) on 
the puck to recover the puck with a minimum of two players on the puck, three if need be.  

Main Causes for the Goal Against 

1. The NM team had an opportunity to recover the puck in the strong (puck) side corner and 
failed to apply pressure effectively to recover the puck. 

2. We have talked about the importance of getting five in the box in a corner puck battle. NM 
has one player pursue BG#6 on the race to the puck. There is no additional defensive puck 
support for NM#42 -  which isn't satisfactory. Remember, BG has a Power Play and puck 
recovery is the priority. 

3. NM#42 missed an opportunity to pin BG#6 or play body stick puck and separate him from 
the puck. Examine how NM#42 pressures up on BG#6, he reaches instead of taking an 
extra stride and riding him off into the boards. It was "soft play" defensive play. 

4. NM should not have lost the race to a puck in their own end of the rink. 

5. There should have been better containment in the strong side corner above and behind the 
puck. BG#6 should never have been allowed to exit the corner up the boards.  

6. NM doesn't get five in the box and they don't get defensive puck support to win the puck 
battle. 

7. Individual and group pressure up drills would be at the next NM practice with angling and 
body stick fundamentals teaching and coaching. 

Note: NM lost a game from a lack of sound defensive play. Many would blame the goalie to say 
that shot should have been stopped. I don't blame the goalie - I see a lack of team defence and 
poor execution of the ability to pressure up as a group and win a puck battle.
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